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“A“AFTERFTER R READINGEADING  AA B BOOKOOK  ONON D DINOSAURSINOSAURS

ININ  THETHE T THIRDHIRD G GRADERADE...”...”
BBYY K KYLEYLE B BUTTUTT, M.A., M.A.

On Tuesday, March 16, Kathryn Satterfield published
an article titled “A Double Dinosaur Discovery” that was
featured in the on-line periodical Time for Kids, an affiliate
of  Timemagazine.  In  the  article,  she  told  about  two
research  teams  that  each  found  dinosaur  fossils  in
Antarctica. Interestingly, the finds came less than a week
apart.  This  unprecedented  “double  discovery”  was
definitely news in the scientific community. James Martin
and William Hammer led the two teams. Hammer’s team
found what appears to be a plant-eating sauropod dinosaur
that, according to the article, lived 200 million years ago.
Martin’s team found what they think to be a theropod, a
group  that  includes  meat-eaters  like  the  tyrannosaur.
Martin’s dinosaur supposedly lived about 70 million years
ago.

While these finds are intriguing, the old ages assigned
to  them are  inaccurate  and  should  be  examined  with  a
critical eye. According to this line of thinking, humans did
not evolve on the Earth until about 4-6 million years ago,
which would separate humans and dinosaurs by about 60
million  years.  The  Bible,  however,  plainly  states  that
Adam was  created  on  the  same  day  of  Creation  as  all
landdwelling creatures, which would include the dinosaurs
(Genesis 1:24-31). Furthermore, much scientific evidence
puts humans and dinosaurs on the Earth at the same time
in the same locations (Harrub and Thompson, 2003).

This article by Satterfield, as well as this entire fossil
discovery, is being plied by the evolutionists to teach their
false theory. 

Think through this critically. This article appeared in a
resource  for  children.  Thus,  the  target  audience  is
children. The author of this article is influencing children
to believe in an evolutionary theory that requires millions
of years, and runs contrary to what the Bible teaches. What
kind of impact will this have on the children who read the
article?  James Martin,  the  leader  of one of  the research
teams, tells us in no uncertain terms: “After reading a book
on dinosaurs  in the third grade, I decided I would work
on fossils” (Satterfield, 2004, emp. added).

James  Martin read a book on dinosaurs in  the third
grade that changed his life forever. Will the children who
are reading this article one day say the same thing? We
must never underestimate the power of books, articles, and
the printed page;  a power  for great  good or  devastating
evil. Furthermore, we must never underestimate how much

children are influenced by what they read and hear. Let’s
make sure we guard our children from false theories like
evolution, and arm them with the truth about the Creator.1
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[EDITOR’S NOTE: Why not order a copy of our book Dinosaurs 
Unleashed, so that the book your child reads on dinosaurs will not teach him or 
her evolution, but instead will bring that child to a better understanding of God 
and His amazing creation? The book can be ordered via our WebStore, or by 
calling us toll-free at 800/234-8558 FREE.]

1Copyright © 2001 Apologetics Press, Inc. All rights
reserved.
https://www.apologeticspress.org/APContent.aspx?

category=9&article=476

******
It seems that the weather this spring has been like a

roller coaster.  There have been many ups and downs.  It
was  a  week  or  two  ago  that  we  had  some  very  brisk
mornings. It looked bright and sunny. I stepped out to walk
to the office  and found it  quite  cool.  I  returned for  my
jacket. I was deceived by what it looked like from indoors.

We can be deceived spiritually as well.  Three times
the  apostle  Paul  warned  in  his  epistles,  “Don’t  be
deceived…” James did the same thing once in his epistle.  

Do not be deceived: God is not mocked, for whatever
one sows, that will he also reap. 8 For the one who sows
to his own flesh will from the flesh reap corruption, but the
one who sows to the Spirit will from the Spirit reap eternal
life. Galatians 6:7-9 ESV 

Each of us should consider daily what it is that we are
sowing. It will tell us what we will reap. 

May your harvest be only good. 
TLM 
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